Effect of bone-like layer growth from culture medium on adherence of osteoblast-like cells.
The electrical polarization of ceramic HAp had an effect on the acceleration of bone restoration. Cell behavior in the bone-like growth layer was investigated. The deposits on the ceramic HAp was grown and formed layers by soaking in alpha-minimum essential medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (alpha-MEM supplemented with 10% FBS). The shapes of the adhering cells on the grown layer gradually changed from spindle to flat with growth of the layer. On the totally grown layer that was grown on the ceramic HAp by soaking in alpha-MEM supplemented with 10% FBS for 7 days, all the adhering cells were flat and the surface was filled with the grown cells. From these results, it was revealed that the grown layer on the ceramic HAp is one of the activation factors of cell growth. Consequently, cell growth was reinforced by acceleration of the layer growth on the negatively charged surface of the polarized ceramic HAp.